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ock Pact
Aids Early
Retirement
SAN FRANCISCO—The ILWU
and the PMA reached agreement
this week to increase the pension
for retired longshoremen and
shipsclerks from $100 to $115 a
month.
The agreement is retroactive
to July 1, and $15 checks are
being supplemented to the $100
pension payments for July.

Newest link in ILWU's great building program is Democracy Hall, erected by Local I I in
San Jose, California. It was dedicated July 22. Here is the scene on the speakers' platform
as.J. R. (Bob) Robertson, ILWU vice president and director of organization, delivered the main address of the day.
(For full picture story, see Page 5.)j

emocracy Hail

Longshoremen's Compensation Act
Benefits Increased to $70 a Week
W ASHINGTON —An amendment im- Chairman Adam Clayton, Powell (D., conducted hearings on the bill.
proving benefits under the Longshore- N. Y.) of the House Labor Committee,
Except for the longshore compensamen's and Harbor Workers' Compensa- Representatives Herbert Zelenko (D., tion measure, labor interest bills have
tion Act is the first labor bill directly N. Y. ) and James Roosevelt (D., not fared so well at this session. A
benefiting workers to become law at Calif.). In the Senate the bill was Mineworker safety bill is still pigeonpushed by Senators Wayne Morse (D., holed in the House Rules Committee.
the 87th Congress.
Signed by President Kennedy July Ore.) and Warren Magnuson (D., -The Building Trades common-site pic14, the law went into effect immedi- Wash.) as well as by Senator Pat keting bill is still tied up in the House
ately. It increased the ceiling on weekly McNamara (D., Mich.), Chairman of Labor Committee as a result of AFLdisability benefits as a result of acci- the Senate Labor Subcommittee which CIO jurisdictional squabbling.
dents aboard ships from $54 to $70 a
week. There were also corresponding
increases for death benefits and total.
compensation payable for long-time inCertainly the Declaration of Independence has some claim to
juries.
be
considered the most subversive document of modern history,
The new law affects longshoremen,
and
members of the Daughters of the American Revolution and
District of Columbia worker. ship repairmen, other harbor workers and perthe Johri Birch 'Society and all the other organizations that morsons employed on US foreign bases.
tally fear revolution would do well to work Co bar it from schools
WWII lobbied vigorously for the 'and public libraries. For, consider how explosive are its princimeasure, maintaining that benefits unwles if they are to be taken seriously: all men are created equal;
der the law had fallen far behind moddl have a right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; the
and
ern conditions
prevailing wages in
!purpose of government is to secure these rights; men have a right
the industry. The bill was also backed
,
by the ILA and the AFL-CIO,.
,.
'to overthrow existing governments and to make new governments;
Members of the House mainly respon-,
(Turn to back page for name of author)
sible for pushing the measure included'

Who Said If?

Although both parties have accepted
the agreement in substance, some details are still being negotiated between
ILWU and PMA and the final contract
language is still to be worked out.
Highlights of the agreement include:
Increase of the normal and disability
pensions to $115; pensioners whose receipt of a Veteran's Administration
non-service connected pension would be
jeopardized by the increase will continue to receive $100 per month.
Widows and other qualified dependents of deceased pensioners shall receive an increase of $15 a month to a
total of $115 for a period of not more
than 12 months following death of the
pensioners.
Voluntary' retirement on a reduced
pro rata pension based on years
worked for men who reach age 65 or
who become disabled with 13 or more
but less than 25 years of service; compulsory retirement on the same basis at
age 68 for men with 13 or more years
service with continued Welfare plan
coverage. A man's widow will continue
to receive the pension for 12 months
following his death.
Inclusion as pension service years
spent in the armed forces of the United
States for men who both before and
after military service were registered
longshoremen, provided, however, that
this shall not apply to men who made
a career of such service.
Deletion of existing provisions with
regard to employer contributions to the
Pension Fund and substitution of a
provision requiring the PMA to maintain the Fund at a level actuarially sufficient to provide the agreed benefits.

Talks Start on New
Grain Handlers' PCitt
PORTLAND—All ILWU locals have
now ratified the 1960 grain handlers'
agreement with the grain operators, it
was announced here.
Locals involved, in addition to Local
8, are Vancouver, Longview and Seattle
19. Negotiations on the 1961 agreement are in full swing. Eddie Jones of

Local 8 is secretary of the negotiating
committee.
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The Crisis Season in Washington

THE BEAM
By Harry Bridges
print some things

that cannot be
Y THE time this reaches
B
accurately predicted. at the time of writing may have happened--even including the shutting down of the waterfront in
the San Francisco Bay Area. As a matter of fact, at the time of
writing the Joint Council of the Teamsters Union in the Bay Area
is meeting to canvas the referendum balloting of nine freight
locals and one office workers' local in the area on the acceptance
or rejection of an employer offer of a 3-year agreement embracing a wage increase of 5, 5 and 5 cents for each of the three years
and an extra 5 cents for whatever fringe benefit each local may
choose according to the need of its membership.
Since the vote is already in the hands of the official counters
of it, we surely cannot be accused of butting into another union's
business or of trying to influence the outcome. It is strictly
teamster business and that is as it should be, for they, and they
alone, know what is best in their own interest. It is not for us
to pass any judgment, but it is wise that we be aware of the fact
that our own membership will be affected if a strike should
occur—and if teamster pickets show up at the docks and warehouses we don't have to do any guessing about what,the longshoremen, warehousemen and clerks will do. Unlike some Other
unions in the recent maritime strike, the teamsters have kept us
informed and alerted to all possibilities. They are workers and
we are workers and we see eye to eye on bread and butter and
nobody is playing any games. There is no question as to where
our loyalty lies.

Jahr,
of IBT,, has recom-

IMMY HOFFA, the general president
J
mended that the teamster membership accept the offer. So
has Teamster Vice President Joseph Diviny. The negotiating

INTERNATIONAL crises have a convenient
habit of breaking out in Washington every
spring or summer when appropriation bills are
penning. Usually, these crises somehow subside
after military expenditures are boosted in line
with the wishes of the Administration in power.
Moreover, these crises very often coincide
with difficult economic problems for which the
Administration has no ready answer. Thus, it
just so happened that Korean war spending
helped end a profound economic recession.
We wonder whether the current Berlin crisis
does not follow at least in part this familiar
pattern.
By this we don't mean to question the seriousness of the present crisis or to minimize the
very real danger of an atomic war which has
now developed.
But, in line with Senator Wayne Morse and
many distinguished authorities on foreign affairs, we have questions about the bristling
tone of President Kennedy's pronouncements
about being ready to fight for Berlin, about the
crescendo of propaganda designed to prepare
the American people for war, about the new
steps for military mobilization announced by
the Administration.
THIS MUCH we know—that little emphasis
is being put in Washington to resolve 'the
Berlin dispute by peaceful means and that
precious little information has been given the
American people to justify going to war over
a Russian announcement that it may sign a
peace treaty with East Germany, an action
similar to that taken some years ago by the
US in regard to Japan.
This much we know also—that the Berlin
crisis is being used to boost the already staggering level of military spending. Mr. Kennedy
has requested an additional $3.5 billion, which
will bring the arms budget to $47.5 billion for
the year—an increase of $6 billion since last
January.
Congress has been growing restive over big
spending and high taxes. But it is hardly likely
to balk in face of the grave national peril which
Mr. Kennedy attributes to the Berlin situation.
We know something else on the basis of the
record—that President Kennedy has thus far
failed to deliver on most of his solemn campaign promises on domestic issues and that on
the basis of the new crisis now proclaimed he
is less likely than ever to deliver on these issues.
What about the new frontier of full employment? Will the five million or more unemployed
continue to remain unemployed or be put to
work only in the event of war?
What about hospital care for the aged? No

serious effort to meet this urgent need is even
expected this year.
What about federal school aid legislation?
Bills to meet the critical situation of our schools
are hopelessly bogged down in Congress.
What about action on civil rights? President
Kennedy has not even called,for legislation on
this vital issue, and his brother, Attorney General Robert Kennedy, has advised the Freedom
Riders to cool off.
crisis

S LONG as the Berlin crisis, or a
A
over Laos or some other faraway place
is given priority, little action can be expected
on these key matters.
In a situation of international crisis, there
must rather be expected, as the President has
already hinted, action to inease taxes,'curb
wage increases and limit the right to strike.
The present trend is not towards meeting the
real problems of the American people--but towards new calls for sacrifice to cope with,the
foreign situation.
Why? Why can't the Kennedy Administration deliver on its campaign pledges? Is it
doing everything in its power to meet domestic
problems--or is it using the crisis in Berlin or
elsewhere to divert attention from these problems?
Is the Kennedy administration making sufficient efforts to adjust US difference with the
Soviet Union by negotiation? Or is it yielding,
as Senator Morse and others have indicated, to
pressures from the Pentagon for a resumption
of nuclear testing and for a tougher foreign
policy?
We believe the American people have a right
to ask these questions—and that they have a
right to get the answers before they are compelled to sacrifice their hard-earned gains, their
rights and their very lives. -
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committees of two of the ten locals involved, these being 70 of
Oakland and 85 of San Francisco, have recommended rejection.
Their recommendation is based upon the plain, simple and understandable opinion that there might be more in the cards. Maybe
there is, maybe there isn't. The teamsters are in the process of
deciding for themselves.
The issue upon which they have been voting is solely upon
acceptance or rejection. of the employer offer. Rejection is tantamount to a strike 'vote, and under teamster rules two-thirds of
the membership must be in favor of a strike before it is sanctioned.
We know a little something of what Jimmy Hoffa is trying to
do in this situation and it is something that all our longshore
division will readily understand, for they spent years of struggle
to achieve and perfect coast unity and uniformity.
Hoffa is trying to make the trucking industry make the same
kind of sense, and that doesn't imply that he is copying us. We
didn't invent sense. We took advantage of it. As things stand
today the wage disparity between teamsters, all performing the
same kind of work and sweating the same kind of sweat, ranges
between 53 cents and a dollar an hour. The price of living is the
same for all of them.

WAITING the

of the San Francisco Bay Area situa-

outcome
tion is Hoffa's negotiations for a single contract covering
A
the eleven Western states. If he achieves his basic purpose to

bring parity to the industry, he will in our eyes be a hero, not
alone of labor, but of all America, Msrs. Kennedy, McClellan and
Goldwater to the contrary.
We know from experience that bringing parity to an industry
is no easy task. Among employers it's strictly cutthroat and
their throat-cutting is in no wise in the interest of the teamsters
or the free flow of commerce. Business flows to the guy who can
quote the lowest price. This means that the worker with the
highest wage may find it a mere figure but no substance if his
job goes by the boards. This is just another way of saying that
no wage is safe so long as there is another wage to undercut it.
This is not only true within communities, states and the nation
as a whole, but it is true on a world-wide scale as well. The latter
is something we have to work out in the political arena, not at
the bargaining table.
But at the bargaining table, and with the muscle that comes
with trade union solidarity, understanding and determination,
workers can do something about disparity in their own communities and their own nation.
The teamsters tell us they expect to reach their goal of parity
luck, for the
within the next two years. We say go and good
same bell tolls for us.
column on July
(Editor's Note: Mr. Bridges wrote the above
Since then the
trip.
union
business
a
on
departing
25 before
have voted to
Area
Francisco
Bay
teamster locals in the San
the process
reject the employer offer, and are now reportedly in
demands.)
of drafting new
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Automation in
Lumber Ends
Jobs for 200
COQUILLE, Ore.—An attorney for
Georgia-Pacific, the giant lumber and
plywood firm, admitted before the Coos
County tax equalization board that
some 200 men have been automated out
of jobs in the company's plants here.
The admission was made before an
audience of labor spokesmen and observers headed by Eugene Bailey of
Local 12, North Bend; Valerie Taylor,
Federated Auxiliaries president; Kay
Skinner of Auxiliary 1; Ralph Nelson,
appearing for the Coos county AFLCIO council; and delegations from the
Coquille labor council, and COPE.
Following the hearing, the tax board
turned down petitions filed by the Coos
Bay Timber Company, a Georgia-Pacific subsidiary, asking for a $5 millionplus reduction in tax assessments. The
company plans to appeal.
The firm is the only one in the county
which has sought cuts in assessed valuation. Board members indicated they
were unwilling to shift taxes due from
the finn to other firms or to poor people.
Commissioner Robert Ceaney, said
he was not expecting Georgia,Pacific
to pay "anything owed by the poor
man," but neither did he want the poor
man to pick up G.P.'s tax-tab, either.

Australian Dock
Leader Mourned
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU President Harry Bridges paid tribute July
14 to James Healy, secretary of the
Waterside Workers Federation of
Australia, who, passed away this
month. A dockworker and union
leader most of his life, Healy was 63.
In a message to Ted Roach, assistant general secretary of the Waterside Workers, Bridges said:
"Although my personal association
with Healy was brief I got to know
him as a great and dedicated man.
The working class has lost a valiant
champion and fighter for their progress and emancipation and for the
cause of socialism. Myself, associate
officers and entire membership express our deepest sympathy to your
union and Brother Healy's family."

Eighty-Three students attending an "Encampment
Bananas Away! for
Citizenship" summer course at Berkeley, Calif.,

STRIKEBREAKERS CRASH picket
lines at their own peril, holds Judge
John A. Ricca of Detroit. Freeing
Dusan Vorkapich of charges that he
beat a supervisor of a struck janitorial
service, the Judge said, "I'm not even
going to question the defendant. If
people want to force their way through
a picket line, they have to take the consequences."
* * *
THE ELECTION OF JAMES IIOFFA
as president of the Teamsters' Union
"may well presage a new day for the
unorganized Negro worker of the
South," says Harold L. Keith, managing editor of the Pittsburg Courier,
one of the largest national Negro weeklies in the US. Keith looked hopefully
on Teamster plans to organize the unorganized, particularly in the South,
and on Hoffa's record in organizing
Negro workers. He contrasted this with
what he termed the "more or less
tepid" record of AFL-CIO President
George Meany.
* * *
THE WELL EQUIPPED SHIPSCLERK now has available a handy
compendium of all the information and
instructions he can possibly use. Written by John J. Denisoff, a member of
the Ship's Clerks Local 34, it is entitled
"Terminal Technical Hand Book." Copies at $5.00 which may be obtained
from Denisoff at Local 34, Pier 11/2
Embarcadero, San Francisco.
* * *
A BIG MILITARY PARADE July 17
featuring US planes and tanks highlighted Generalissimo Francisco Franco's celebration on the 25th anniversary
of the start of the Spanish Civil War
in which he overthrew the legally
elected Loyalist government. The New
York Times dispatch reporter, "Almost
all the equipment visible was of American origin. Foreign military observers
expressed admiration at the skill shown
by the Spanish armed forces in its handling and maintenance. Since the signing of the United States-Spanish defense treaties of 1953, the United States
has invested more than $400,000,000 in
modernizing Spain's armed forces. The
equipment includes arms for three infantry and two armored divisions and
more than 200 F-86 jet fighters. About
$42,000,000 has been spent for an organization program for the Spanish
navy."

PMA Appoints Snyder
Accident Prevention Chief

found -a field trip to the waterfront July 18 a tasteful and hilarious experience
SAN FRANCISCO — Promotion of
after lunching on a Standard Fruit Company boat at San Francisco's Pier 33.
J. Robert Snyder to the West Coast
Longshoremen had a good time, too, tossing bananas out of the hatches as fast
headquarters staff of the Pacific Marias the students could consume them. The students, coming from 41 states and time Association
was announced July
two foreign countries and representing all races, also visited the longshoremen's 17 by President J.
Paul St. Sure.
dispatching hall and Local 10 offices near Fishermen's Wharf, heard and ques- Snyder becomes
Director of the Accitioned Vice President James Robertson at PMA headquarters about labor-man- dent Prevention Bureau
and will superagement relations, and then proceeded to ILWU headquarters for a similar vise and coordinate PMA's
accident
huddle with ILWU President Harry Bridges. Bridges told them that no one in prevention activities in
California,
America has the answer to the problem of putting a man in a job and keeping Oregon and Washington
ports.
him there. The group's course, stressing civil rights, civil liberties and industrial
relations, is sponsored by the American Ethical Union and 50 cooperating Oregon Needs Jobs
agencies, and the students are chosen on the basis of th3ir leadership abilities.
PORTLAND—A total of 190,000 new
Their hosts for the day were Local 10 Pre.-Jick,
,nt Reino Erkkila and ILWU Regional jobs must be created in Oregon for the
Director for Northern California William H. Chester.
"New Frontier" 60's, if the state is to
keep pace with its postwar population
growth, The Reporter said in a byline
story by J. 0. Price recently.

Hawaii Ranch Dairy Workers Win
Wage Boosts in First ILWU Pact
HONOLULU -- Haleakala Ranch
Company dairy workers and drivers
ratified a first agreement recently.
The group, though newly organized,
was prepared to back the negotiators
to the limit.'
They had come to ILWU after getting "fed-up" with company promises.
As a result they won increases like
these: plant worker from $1.30 an hour
to $1.49; and $1.75 next year; driversalesman, Retail from a monthly guarantee of $350 to $375 this year and
$385 next year. Commissions were also
improved. The driver-salesmen, wholesale,'guarantee will be $520 .in April,
1961.

Other gains: paid vacations; 8 paid
holidays for production workers; 26
days sick leave pay; medical plan with
family coverage with company paying
50 percent; 'pineapple shop' union security language.
Employees were guaranteed a 331/
3
percent discount on dairy products, and
that the company will furnish rubber
boots.
Services for Loehel
SEATTLE — Funeral services have
been held for Frederick 0. Loehel, 80year-old retired member of ILWU Local
19. Mr. Loehel had been a resident of
Seattle for 50 years.

Attention Delegates
To The
14th Biennial Convention
The Dispatcher has on hand
surplus copies of the official
photograph taken of the ILWU
14th Biennial Convention in
Honolulu. These may be purchased while they last at 50
cents for 8 x 10 prints or 75
cents for 11 x 14 prints.
Write The Dispatcher, 150
Golden Gate Avenue, San
Francisco 2, Calif.
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as ington State ,IA\FL-CIO
Convention Urges Labor Unity

At Coos Bay, Oregon, Japanese ships are taking
on a cargo of logs. The lumber trade with Japan
at Northwest ports has been brisk in recent months.

Logs for Japan

YAKIMA -- Warning that only a
strong and united labor movement can
business attacks," ddeb-eat.-,:off.-"big.
gates to, the Washington State Labor
Council's convention adopted a resolution asging the national AFL-CIO leadership to seek the affiliation of all
independent unions.
The original resolution,. introduced
by the International Woodworkers .local
of'Aberdeen, referred only to the Teamsters union, but this was amended in
committee to read "all independent
labor organizations." It received . overwhelming support in spite of efforts
of representatives from the national
AFL-CIO headquarters to side-track it.
UNEMPLOYMENT CITED
Many delegates attributed the popular sentiment for unity to the experience of the Joint Labor Lobby: which.
includes the Teamsters, ILWU, MineMill with representation on the steering
committee. The legislative report given
by President Ed Weston said that unity
in Washington Made for a much better
record than in many state legislatures.
In asking the AFL-CIO to "take all
honorable and reasonable means to
facilitate the affiliation of all independent labor organizations," the resolution
_cited the threat of unemployment and
the stepped-up campaigns aimed at all
labor unions.
An indication that.some of the bloom
has been rubbed off the 1960 presidential election -rose was revealed in
the delegate's response- to an address
by the Rev. Dan Lyons of Seattle University, who warned of crippling ,governmental control of labor relations.
A roar of appreciative laughter
greeted Father Lyon's observation ,that

Teamster Counsel Urges Campaign
To Preserve Constitutional ights
MIAMI—A ringing call to help preServe the Bill of Rights highlighted the
-Speech of Ed Bennett Williams, general.
Counsel of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, to the union's convention here this month.
Williams said it would be "a tragic
paradox" if in the name of fighting
communism "we surrendered any of our
liberties, for then we should have done
to ourselves from within what we fear
most from without.
"I believe that the prevention of this.
surrender should be one of the highest
social goals of this great International
Union. I believe that we should remain
intellectually sensitive to and emotionally concerned about encroachments in
the area of individual'freedom, individual liberty regardless of whose it maybe.
RECALLS McCLELLAN HEARINGS
. "I believe that we should stand fourSquare in the light of our own experience
ip this new decade for civil liberties for
civil rights, raèial equality- and social justice, rights of conscience and the
utmt:kt of freedom for the 'individual
;
tinder law."
• Williams told the delegate's, "Mordthan any other group, any Other organization, any institution in 'Our tines youhave been the victims ofthe 'code of
guilt by accusation.'"
. Referring .to the McClellan Committee hearings directed against the Teamsters' Union, Williams said, "For four
years scores of accusations were leveled
against this International Union Tnd its
officers in the Caucus Room of the
United States Senate. Over 20,000 pages
of testimony were taken, filling 59 volumes. Hundreds of thousands of dollars.
were spent investigating ,every facet,
every nook of this International Union
and its officers.
"Throughout it the 'code of guilt by
accusation' was substituted for the Bill
of Rights. The anthem of the Committee was,'Anything goes.'",.
-Williams cited one Committee subpoena served on the Teamsters' .Union
requiring.rall IBT records for some fif• '!
ei . i"
I /
teen Years.' f f

"To have complied with that subpoena
it would have been necessary to fill 100
freight cars full of records at a cost, we
estimate, of about $1 million," Williams
said.
5TH AMENDMENT FLOUTED
The IBT Council charged that the Mc-•
Clellan Committee oVerloolied "the most
important part of the Fifth Amendment, which says that no man may be
charged with any criminal offense exieept upon presentment of indictment
and by a grand jury. That principle was
relegated into the as hcan .
"The victims were often accused by
rumor and hearsay. There was no speci
fication of charges before a witness Was
called. There was no right to crossexamine. There was no right to call witnesses in one's defense and there were
no rules of evidence. Rumor, hearsay
and innuendo were substituted for relevancy, competency.and materiality . .
"If they admitted the accusation, they
faced conviction. If they denied it, they
faced perjury. And if- they stood silent,
they faced- contempt. If was as -though
you suspected a small boy—suspected
him of. taking your loose change—and
you said to him, 'If you admit_ it, I vill
'thrash -you for stealing it. If you deny
it, I will thrash you for lying. And if
you don't tell me Whether you took it or
not, I will thrash you for disobedience.'
'GUILT FROM SILENCE
•
"That is no way to discipline a small
boy,.and it is no way-to discipline a free
society.
"And so, faced with this dilemma,
when many of the accused victims invoked the privilege against self-incrimination, they were branded as labor
racketeers.
"Guilt from silence was substituted
for guilt by accusation. It was forgotten
that three times in the last five years,
the highest Court of this .land has said
that the priVilege against self-incrimination was designed as a shield for the
innocent as well as the guilty, and three
times it said that no inference of guilt
may be drawn against anyone for its in.
vocation."
Williams noted that"when all the ac-

cusations were sifted down, six of them
became indictments and went into court
against officers who sit on this platform. And when the law was applied,
and when the American Bill of Rights
was appliel, and the Constitution of the
United States was applied, each of these
six cases resulted in verdicts of acquittal."

the "Kennedy Boys have a lot to learn
from the activities.of the Senate
Rackets Investigation Committee in
Portland." The speaker branded these
hearings as a "witch-hunt" in labor's
ranks.
SHORTER WEEK URGED
President Kennedy, then a senator,
and Attorney General Robert Kennedy
was the general counsel for the corn- •
mittee which conducted the "hearings."
Father Lyons pointed out that "there
were 50 people indicted as a result of
the investigation and 49 of the indict-,
ments were thrown out of court while
the 50th didn't amount to much."
The 300,000 member council adopted
as its slogan for the coming year
"30-40-60" to symbolize its program
calling for a 30 hour week at 40 hour
pay and with retirement at 60. "If
our economy is to provide jobs for all
at a decent standard it will be necessary
that there be no cut intake-home pay
and the worker retires at 60 instead
of 65," the policy statement declared.
TAX CUTS PROPOSED
Delegates approved a resolution from
the Maritime Trades Council urging
congress to take steps to guarantee
"that American-owned ships fly the
United States flag and that the crews
be accorded the American right of union
wages and working conditions."
The convention called for the creation of a state-wide citizens committee
to draft a proposal for the redistricting of the state legislature. Other key
resolutions were: (1) increase of the
federal income tax exemption from
$600 to 81,000, (2) elimination of the
state retail sales tax and the substitution of a graduated 'net income tax,
and (3) labor participation in the administration of any work-relief program.
. Weston surprised many delegates
with an announcement that he will not,
spek re,election when his present
The veteran unionist
expires Jan.
has been in ill health for some time
due to an injury he received as a coal
miner.

Local 8 Old-Timers Pass
• PORTLAND -- Local 8 old-timers
who've passed on recently include
Frank Mazurk, Conrad Geist, Stanley
Kraw' ski and Frank Olson.

ILWU Local 19 Dispatcher Bill Laing has for the
past ten years been manager, press agent and fund
up the three
raiser as well as ft-lend and second father to the 45 lads making
north end. Bill
Seattle's
in
"farn,")
two
league"and
"major
(one
teams
11..ViU
Since then
fielded the 'first ILWU teams with a $300 contribution from the union.
boys furnish
The annual cost runs about P50 for uniforms and equipment. The
donations
only their shoes and gloves. This money is now raised by individual
Auxiliary. The
from ILWU .members and a $50 annual check from the Seattle
and placing
ILWU teams have done right well, winning the pennant twice G6rman.
,
Dick
and,
Oreitdyke
second five 'times. Coddles have been Grppri
ti
f,•.1
v

Rais6s Champs

•

•fi!r

9111rf
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Morse Hits
US Policy
On Berlin
PORTLAND—Senator Wayne Morse,
drew vigorous applause with a speedh
on foreign policy before a tri-county
rally at La Grande, in which he labeled
calling out the reserves over Berlin
"a silly issue,"•
,
"Germany must be helped on an eco-nomic front, not a military one," Morse
declared, saying he remembered "the
thousands of American dead" in Wald
'War II. and the "six Million Jews."
Even sharper criticism of US policy
on Berlin came from Dr. Frederick L.
Schuman, noted foreign affairs author
ity and visiting professor,at Portland;
City College.
CRISIS HELD PHONY
Dr. Schuman told the 'City Club .he're
last week that, the so-called Berlin crisis
was "manufactured in Bonn and Washington."
Dr. Schuman, urged good faith negotiations with Russia to end the Cold
War, and asserted that in his view the
• USSR has not "broken any more treaties than any other major power." •
He declared the world faces an
"either-or" decision, and one that must
be made soon—either a nuclear war of
human annihilation or negotiations on
.the diplomatic level.
Dr. Schuman charged that America'
has had trouble realizing that "to prack»
tice diplomacy, we must have diplomatic
relations." An evidence of this, he said,.
is our refusal to "grant Red China Membership in the United Nations,"
CRISIS CLAIM DERIDED He . derided predictions that a . Russian-East German treaty would have an
adverse effect on West Berlin, and said
it would only mean "rubber-stamping
travel documents in German, instead of
Russian."
. .
Morse said he favored building up
military strength to show Russia that
America is strong, but declared it was
essential to remove "military officers
from foreign policy. Eisenhower did not
do this, and Kennedy has 'not done it
either." •'
"The next military officer who makes
a statement .concerning foreign policy
should be fired," he said bluntly.
He said he would not vote for the
present foreign aid bill because it. provides for' military assistance for Latin
America—something "they neither
need nor want."
• BREAD—NOT BULLETS
He said he wasn't against all military
aid to the continent'south of us, but was
tie
against
for "internal. security"

vt<a• •

"We. should export, • not bullets . to
pierce the stomachs • of the people of.
Latin America, but bread to fill those
hungry stomachs."
• More, who is chairman of a Senate
foreign relations- subcommittee on
Latin American affairs, called "land reform" the "most important problem" in
that area. He charged that no American
foreign aid had gone into such reform,
and said that "communism starts with
serfdom, poverty and ignorance."
He suggested we cease pouring American tax inoney into Latin America until
some of the landed aristocracy and
others there "stop their major national
pastime"; which, he said, is "tax evasion."

Royal Named Adviser
To- US Tuna Commission
Material solidity and a new tense of pride came to ILWU Local I I members July 22 as they dedicated
Democracy Hall at San Jose, Calif. The building shown above was designed by Henry Hill and his associate, John W. Kruse.
processed
of
Built
concrete bricks, the building was hailed in San Jose as an asset to the city and by visiting ILWU
officials as a great step forward in the drive for ILWU homes in keeping with the dignity and progress of the union.
The ILWU-PMA pension fund financed the venture and the monthly cost to Local II is less than the rent it paid for
rooms in "an old barn." The personalities in the picture, J. R. (Bob) Robertson, ILWU vice president and director of
organization, who delivered the main address, Jack Hale, who conveyed congraiulations from the Santa Clara County
Employers' Association, ILWU President Harry Bridges, who exppressed the pride of the international union,
President
George Lucero of Local I I receiving a California State flag as a gift from the Native Daughters of California, and
Thorne,
Mary
secrefary-freasurer of Local I I, presenting an appreciation plaque to ILWU Regional Director William H.
Chester, who along with ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblati, helped to arrange financing for the building. Lower
right is a view of the sandwiches, cake„ etc., which the guests consumed after the ceremonies. They were prepared by
the ladies of the local who "o'Oilitimber the men.

SAN PEDRO—John J. Royal, Secretary of ILWU Fishermen's Local 33,
has been appointed a membet of' the
nine-man Advisory Committee to the
United States Section of Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission.
Royal was advised of the appointment by J. _L. McHugh, US Commissioner and Secretary pro tern, of the
US Section, who wrote "The United
States Commissioners hope that you
will accept this appointment and look
forward to a pleasant and profitable
association with you in the important
work of this Advisory Committee,'..'
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Ainericang Were born; In revolutiOn The'Dee-i
VW laration Of Independence states our creed:
"We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all
men are created equal; that , they are endowed,,by
their Creator, with certain unalienable rights; that
among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit. of hap:piness. That to secure these rights,, governments are ,
instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from,the Consent of the governed; that whenever any
form:.Of government becomes destructive Of these
eridl, it, is the right of the people to 'alter or to abolish .
it, and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in
such forth, as to them shall seem most likely to effect
'
their safety and happiness."
About fifteen of our states preserved from time to
time in their constitutions the right of revolution A:
Pennsylvania court described the three ways of effect-,
ing a change in its state government:
"The words in such 'manner as they may think
proper,' in the declaration of rights, embrace.but three .
known recognized' modes by which the whole people;
the state, can give their consent to an alteration of .
an existing lawful frame of government, viz; .
"I) The ,mode provided in the existing cOnstitution. ,
• 4,2) A law,. as the instrumental process of raising
the body for revision and conveying to .it the, powers
,
of the people.
"3) A revolution.
:"The first two are peaceful means. through whjch
the consent of the people to alteration. is obtained,.
and by which:the,existing government consents to be ,
displaced without revolution: The government,.gives ,
its consent, either by pursuing .the mode provided,in:.
the constitution, or by passing a law to call a convention: If consent be not so .given by the existing
government the remedy of the. people ,is in, the third
mode=revolUtion." (Wells v. Bain, 75 Pa. St. 39, 47.)
.
.Abraham Lincoln called th,e Declaration of Intle,
pendence. the "immortal emblem of. humanity.", There'
were judges arid lawyers in Lincoln's day who argued
that,it covered only members of the white family, not
colored People. In 457 .Lincolp said:
„
"I,think the ,authors of that notable instrument intended to include all men, but they did not intend to
declare all men equal in all respects. They did not .
mean to say all were equal in color, size, intellect,
moral developments, or social capacity. They defined
with tolerable, diStinciness, in what respects they did
consider all Men Created equal—equal in 'certain unalienable rights, among which are life, liberty, and
the :pursuit of happiness.' This they said, and this,
Meant. They did not mean to assert the obvious untruth, that all Were then actually enjoying that equal!.
ity, nor , yet, that they were, about - to.. confer it
ithmediately upon them In fact they had no power to
confer such a boon.. They meant simply to declare the
right, so that the enforcement of it might f011ow, as
fast as circumstances should perinit. They meant to
set up a standard maxim for' free society, Which
should be familiar to all, and revered by all; constantly looked to; constantly labored for, and even
though never perfectly attained., constantly approximated, and thereby constantly spreading and deepen-'
mg its influence, and augmenting the happinesS and
value of life to all people of all colors everywhere."'
In 1861 Lincoln ,said that the Declaration of Independence gave "hope..to the world for all future time
It ... gave promise that in due time the weights•
should be lifted from the shoulders of all men, and'
that all'should have an equal chance."
. Yet in the , American witch hunt that followed'
World War II the. word "revolution" became almost
subversive, We of .the West—rich in the democratic
tradition of revolution--rio longer published books on
the subject. We let the Communists preempt the field.
Those who wanted books on "How to Conduct a Revo;
lution" had to get them from the Comnatinist press.
Indeed, we lost our pride in "revolution" as an Amer-

lean concept and identified it largely with communism. The prejudice of Americans against "revolution"
was so great that if a student had asked at the loan
desk in any -library for a book on how to conduct a
revolution, the librarian would probably have detained
him while she called the F.B.I.
8uch an attitude--though humorous in retrospect—
produced serious consequences during the last several
decades. On trips to Asia I often asked men in their
thirties and forties what they were reading when
they were. eighteen. They usually answered "Karl
Marx"; and when I asked them why, they replied,
"We,were under colonial rule, seeking a way out. We
wanted our independence. To get it We had to make
revolution. The only books on revolution were pub•
lished by the Communists."
These Men almost invariably had repudiated com- •
minism as a political cult, retaining, 'however, a
tinge of socialism.' As I talked with them, I' Came to'
realize the great opportunities we Missed when we
became preoccupied in fighting communism With
Ninths and With dollars, rather than with ideas of
reVolution, of freedom, of justice.
URING this century, Australia, Europe, Japan, ,
New Zealand, and North America have not been
interested in revolution for themselves, because their
institutions ustially had built-in procedures for change.
But the other continents—Africa, Asia, and South
America—placed their hopes on revolution. Those
under Colonial rule long dreamed of their independence
from England. Sometimes their dreams were hardly
more than intellectual pursuits. Under Gandhi, however, India experienced an awakening that generated
more power than tanks and artillery. In Vietnam
vast underground operations were launched against
the French. Africa has seen tumultuous conflicts between colonial rulers and the masses.
One reading American history and the stirring sentences of our Declaration of Independence would suppose that we would be on the side of the people and
against the colonial rulers. The contrary has been
true. The Dean Achesons who staffed our State De-
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Unless we are to be lefi
great danger, says Ass,
of the Supreme Court, t
vigorously support revo
alism, political feudalis
and against corruption

(Editor's note: This orti4
written for and is copyrigh
Republic, without restrictit
lions by Jean Rochin have
for The Dispatcher.),
partment stood firmly against Indonesian Independence for five long years. The Henry Cabot Lodges who
manned the United Nations stood resolutely against
independence for Morocco or Algeria or Vietnam. By
the mid-twentieth century we had become members of
a rather plush club whose members wore Homburgs,
who were highly respectable, and who stood for the
status quo. This was, our,consistent policy under Truman and Eisenhower. Not until the Kennedy administration did we change. On March 15, 1961, the tide
turned when we supported the resolution in the United Nations in favor of Angola and against PortugaL
Until that day we had either voted against independ--)
ence resolutions or abstained. Until that day we stood:
with the respectable 'European colonial regimes,and
,
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against those who pleaded for independence, at times
with raucous voices. Indeed, without our financial support France would not have been able to subdue her
subject peoples as long as she has.
The twentieth-century revolutions are not, however,
all aimed at colonial regimes of the Western type.
Some are aimed at colonial regimes of the Communist
type. Hungary is one example; Tibet is another; Yugoslavia is a third. Whenever those revolutions start, we
show interest and concern, sometimes committing ourselves heavily. They are deserving of our support., But
no more so than the others. The intelligentsia made
out much better under the British .than they would
.
Under any Communist regime. ,
,The British were generous in ; educating the.intelligentsia in their colonies; the French and the Dutch
were more niggardly in that regard. And it is certain
that Gandhi would never have survived a Communist
regime. Yet the lot of "natives" under every colonial
regime has been so miserable that one at the bottom
would not know the difference between being ruled
by a Communist or by a man in a Homburg. Leopold,
who ran the Congo from 1885 to 1908, took between
five and eight million lives, according to John Gunther
In Inside Africa. Amputation of hands and legs was
introduced by the Europeans as a method of discipline; and the bosses of the labor gangs, to establish
their efficiency, kept the cut-off parts, often smoking
them to preserve them in the humid climate. Most
European powers never matched this cruelty. But
none of them ever, made educational opportunities
available to the masses.
If the United States wants to acquire a position of
moral leadership in: the world, if the United States
wants enough prestige to rally United Nations votes
for humanitarian democratic causes in the days ahead,
we must become the protagonist of independence for
all peoples.
EVOLUTION in the twentieth century means much
than rebellion against colonial regimes. In
Vast areas of the world it means revolution against
feudalism. There is political feudalism wherever the
people have no voice in their affairs. There is political
feudalism where a dynasty has the trappings of a
parliamentary system but manipulates it for the benefit of the ruling class. There is political feudalism
where a family or some other oligarchy controls. One
who leaves Israel, Lebanon, and Turkey behind -and
moves east to Formosa will find very, very few countries that are not under feudal control. India is an
exception. Burma is another. Pakistan has popular
elections only at the village level., Most other nations
make hardly a pretense at letting ,the people share
in government at any level.
There is no growth in democratic traditions unless
there is a chance to develop them. There,is no opportunity as long as the people do not exercise the franchise. The principal of "the consent of the governed"
is distinctly American and should be our world-wide
slogan. The Achesons and the Lodges are disdainful
of it because "natives" are obviously incapable of
governing themselves. It is plain that no people can
evolve .over-night systems of democracy such as we
know in the West. But the weight of our prestige
and influence should be on the side of helping people
get those concessions from their government. Why
should billions upon billions be poured into nations
With no strings attached? Is not one good method
of fighting communism the creation of democratic inStitutions where none ever existed?
Why should we not say to a dictator who wants aid
That we will give it only if we are assured that he
starts his people on the path of democracy as Ataturk
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did in Turkey? Feudal overlords, feasting on American
aid, are no bulwark against communism. They indeed
create the conditions that make an eventual take-over
by the Communists almost inevitable. We have at-,
tached other conditions to our aid—that military bases,,
be supplied, that the dollars be spent in this country,
etc. Why not attach conditions that will tend to, create democratic institutions?
Evor,:m2N in the twentieth century also means
rebellion against another kind of feudalism—economic feudalism. Many areas in Africa, Asia, and
South America are distinguished by the monopolies '
in land oWnership. A few families often own an entire
cenntry. In some nations a group of landlords who are
favorites at court or who support the dictator in power
own , most , of„the wealth. In nation after nation the
bulk of the people are sharecroppers of the worst kind,,,
They live on a SUbsistence level. They have no doctors,
no first aid.centers, no schools. Sons inherit.only the
debts of their fathers. In some countries one crop economies reduce:the annual cash income to miserable
amounts. The peon in Cuba has averaged $18 a year.
South America has known palace revolutions for
decades. Only recently has she experienced,a revolution in depth. Cuba's example may be contagious; but
that pattern need not be repeated if we have the cony-.,,
age to play the democratic role aggressively..
.The
The United States should promote democratic revolutions against these conditions of economic feudalism.
We as democrats cannot become subversive Communist-style and form undergrounds within each nation,
undergrounds bent on overthrow by force and violence.
But we can be aligned with, not against, economic
democracy. For,'without advances on that frontier we
never can expect to have viable democratic societies
in these newly .emerging nations:
To date we have thrown our weight for the most
part on the other side. When Guatemala showed signs
of revolt, we helped install a fascist regime. When ,
Mossadegh in Persia started basic reforms, we became,
alarmed. That man, whom I am proud to call my,
friend, was a democrat in the La Follette-Norris sense ,
of the term. We united with the British to destroy
him; we succeeded; and ever since our name has not
been an honored one in the Middle East.
For the promotion of revolution on the economic
frontier our role is plain. Whenever we see a non-Communist in power who has a reform program, we can
throw our weight behind him. When we advance aid,
we can do so only if starts are made on economic programs. An American banker never finances a project
unless he sees the blueprint and is convinced it is constructive. We need not employ bankers' standards. But
we should employ democratic standards. Is a start being made on land reform? Will the factories to be built
be worked by sweat-shop labor? Will the dam to be
constructed serve only the landlords or will the new
lands coming under irrigation be opened up in small
units to peasants? Is Point Four aid being extended
only for the favored few or is it part of a program
whereby large estates are broken up and sold to the
peasants? Are the factories being built with American
dollars to be appropriated by the ruling clique, as has
happened over and over again in Formosa, or will independent groups be allowed to bid freely and make a
start toward establishing a free enterprise society?
Under Truman and Eisenhower we asked few such
questions. Our theory was that if each nation in underdeveloped areas got richer by millions each year, communism would somehow be defeated. Even irrigation
projects were not conditioned on restrictions in the
acreage of land that a single family might own, such
as we have usedivvith conspicuous success in this country. Under our foreign aid the rich in feudal sOcieties
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got richer and richer, and the poor were held tightly
in a vise. This practice helped spark the Iraqi revolution of July, 1958.
HE THREE revolutions that the peoples of the
world demand are 1) revolution against colonial_,
ism; 2) revolution against political feudalism; 3) revolution against economic feudalism. These three revolutions are coming very fast. To date they are mostly
sponsored by Communists. The Communists have in
fact created the impression that the ideas behind these
revolutions are Communist in origin. That is wholly
false, for the only contribution to revolutionary
thought contributed by the Communists is dialectical
materialism, whereby a minority doubles or trebles its
power by reason of its unity and the vigor and fervor
of itS advocacy. The ideas behind these three revalutions are not Russian or Chinese. They are in part
products of the Judaeo-Christian civilization. Some
are reflected in the Koran. Some stem from the richness of the Hindu and Buddhist philosophies. Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas, John Locke, Thomas Paine,
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison—these are some of
the main sources of the democratic philosophy. Today
Abraham Lincoln is a more powerful symbol of the
equality of man than ever before. The Declaration of
Independence is still a force that lifts the hearts of
Men the world over. These ideas of independence,"consent of the governed," equality, freedom and justice
are products of non-Communist societies. We indeed
have first claim to them. Yet the monopoly over them
which the Communists claim makes Khrushchev believe that communism is the wave of the future. It
need not be. It will not be, if we give these three revolutions our vigorous sponsorship.

T

THERE IS A fourth revolution that we must sponsor
I if we hope to prevent the'underdeveloped nations
from'spinning toward communism. The fourth one is a
revolution against corruption.
This problem starts at home—with American business' and with our own government. Corruption has
been the way of life in many Asian, African, and South
American countries. A man takes office with the hope
of retiring with a fortune. American business, knowing this, often bribes government officials to get its
contracts.‘ The recent scandal in Thailand is a conspicuous example.
- Officials in foreign nations getting American aid
often siphon it off into private accounts. Burma, Costa
Rica, India, and Israel are conspicuous exceptions. But
the list in the graft column is long. Chiang Kai-shek's
Kuomintang has been notorious. The Kuomintang has
not changed its stripes since moving to Formosa. Its
members have by one devious device ofanother moved
into their private accounts projects built by the money
of the American taxpayers. In July, 1960, we finished
a one million dollar printing plant in Taipei and put it
up for bids. A syndicate of Taiwanese bid for it, only
to withdraw the bid under threat from the Kuomintang.
Synghman Rhee demanded his 10 percent of American aid; and when one American official refused his
demands, Rhee got him fired.
Our money has poured into some nations in such
quantities that plunder has been the accepted way of
doing business with us.
Our Central Intelligence Agency has entered foreign
elections with its money bags. There is no accounting
by it; no public audit.
Until and unless we insist on an accounting of all our
public funds and require the same high standards that
bankers loaning money demand, our foreign aid will
be so scandalous that the people who live in these
other lands will turn in revulsion to other leaders.
These are the four revolutions the United States
should sponsor. Unless we are vigorous in our support
of them, the political tides in the world will leave us
in lonely isolation and in great danger.
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How 1961 Social Security Amendments May Affect You
Below appears a condensation of a
bookret prepared by the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare on
changes in the Social Security Law
which go into effect September 1.
IMF LI members interested in more
detailed information can get it from
theimlocal social security office.

scaled down in the same way as the benefit payable to the wife of a working
man. For a dependent widower, however, full-rate widower's benefits will be
paid at age 62. Full-rate benefits are
also payable'at age 62 to the dependent
father of a working son or daughter who
has died.

Old Age Insurance Benefits Aged Widows' Benefits
Now Start at Age 62
Increased by 10 Percent
EN MAY now choose to have their
old-age benefits start as soon as
they reach 62, just as women have been
able to do since 1956. First payments to
men between 62 and 65 can be made for
the month of August, 1961.
Just as in the case of a woman worker,
a man who decides to take his benefits
before he is 65 will get less per Month
than he would have been paid if he had
waited until he was 65. The amount of
the reduction is five-ninths of 1 per cent
for each month- a benefit will be paid
before he reaches 65.
This works out so that a man who
takes his benefits as soon as he reaches
62 will get 80 percent of the monthly
benefit he would have been paid at 65.
Once he takes his benefits at the redued rate and has no further earnings
before 65. the same amount will continue to be paid him even after he
retircheS his 65th bialidaY. If, however,
thvre are any months before he reaches
65 for -,which his benefits are withheld
because of his earnings from work,.his
benefit at age 65 will be automatically
increased .to take account of these
months and of his additional earnings.
To get retirement benefits between
62 and 65, a man needs to have the same
amount of social security credit that he
. would need if. he were retiring at age 65.
A man reaching 62 in 1961,for example,
needs credit for 3/
1
2 years of work under
social security to qualify for old-age insurance benefits. •
The wife of a worker who decides to
take his old-age benefits between 62 and
65 will be eligible for .wife's benefits
when she reaches 62. She will receive a
monthly benefit equal to one-half of the
amount that would have been payable
to her husband at 65, scaled down by
• twenty-five thirty-sixth§ of 1 percent
for 'tach month that .she is under 65
when her benefit starts. If she takes her
wifets benefits as soon as she reaches
62, she will get 75 percent of the wife's
benefit that would have been payable to
her if she had waited until she was 65.
The age at which benefits can be paid
to dependent husbands and widowers of
women workers is also lowered from 65
to 62 by the new law. For a dependent
husband who takes his benefits between
,62 and 65, the amount of the benefit is

M

OST WOMEN receiving benefits as
aged widows will receive a 10-percent increase in their benefits beginning
with the checks delivered early in September. Under the new law, and aged
widow will receive a benefit equal to
82/
1
2 percent of what her husband received, or would. have received had he
lived. Women 62 or over now receiving
widows' benefits, and those who qualify
in the future, will receive the increased
benefit.
Some parents of workers who have
died will receive a corresponding increase in their benefit checks for August. This increase will be payable in
cases where only one parent is receiving
benefits based on his deceased son's or
daughter's work under social security.
These increases in widows' and parent's benefit checks will be made automatically. There is no need to visit or
call the social security office about the
10-percent increase.
In some cases a retired woman worker
is a widow and was eligible for benefits
based either on her own or on her husband's earnings. If her Own earnings
provided the higher benefit, she is now
receiving' benefits as a retired worker
instead of as a widow.
The 10-percent increase for widows
will make it possible for some of these
retired women workers to-receive higher
benefits as widows. Those who believe
this change may affect them'may get in
touch. with their social security office.
:
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Here Are Samples of the New Payments
Average yearly earnings after 1950
$800 or
less
$.1800
$3000
Retirement at 62 . . ......... . .$32.00,
$58,40
$76.00
Retirement at 63
34.70
63.30
82.40

$4200

$4800

$92.80

$101.60 •.

100.60

110.10

Retirement at 64

37.40

68.20

88.70

108.30

118.60

Retirement at 65

40.00

73.00

95.00

116.00

15.00
Wife's benefit at 63........16.70

27.40

35.70

43.50

127.00
47.70

30.50

39.80

48.40

53.00

Wife's benefit at 64

33.50

43.60

53.20

58.30

Wife's benefit at 62

18.40

be included in checks received early in
September. There is no need for such
beneficiaries to apply to their social
security offices.

Amount of Work Needed
To Qualify Now Reduced
OR YOU or your dependents to get
old-age, survivors, or disability insurance benefits, you must have worked
under social security long enough to become insured.
Under the new law, most people can
become insured more quickly. Also,
many older people who did not work for
the length of time required under the
old law will now be eligible for payments. Anyone who has been told in the
past that he could not get retirement
benefits because not enough work had

F

been done under social security should
get in touch with his social security
office now to see if he is eligible under
the new law. There is no change in the
amount of work required now for disability benefits.
FIe should do this even though he
checked after the law was changed in
1960, as this is a new change which reduces the amount of credit needed even
more. However, as before, no one can
become entitled to old-age benefits with
less than a year and a half of work
under social security.
The survivors of workers who died
after June,1954,and who were not eligible for benefits under the old law may
now be eligible because of this change.
Payments made possible by this change
in the law can start for the month of
August.

Minimum Monthly Benefits
Boosted for Many Workers
NDER THE new law, the lowest
benefit that most workers over 65.
will receive will be $40. If, however, a.
woman worker claimed benefits before
65, she may not get an increase even
-though her benefit is under $40.
Where there is only one person getting benefits based on the social sectiiity account of a worker who has died
and the benefit. is less than $40, that
person will have his or her monthly payments increased .to $40. Where the total
monthly benefits payable to two or more
Survivors are less than • $40,. the total
will be increased to $60.
These increases are effective for the
month of August and will automatically
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Book

Honolulu ILWU members get an opportunity to buy current
Slall literature at
the book display at Local 142 headquarters.

Stockton Longshore Family
Hits 'Hospitality Jackpot'
LQNGVIEW-Murray Hodge, Stockton, Calif., longshoreman and member
of ILWU Local 54, hit the "hospitality
jackpot" while' on a Vacation trip with
his wife Virginia and their two sons,
Del, 17 and Bruce, 16.
.
The Hodges were en route from
Stockton to Port Orchard, near Seattle
on Puget Sound, when the ominous wail
of a state highway patrol siren halted
their car just outside Longview.

A state highway patrolman gives Murray
Hodge, Stockton, Calif., longshoreman
and member of ILWU Local 54: 6 different kind of ticket when' he was stopped
near Longview as a part of "Hospitality Week." (See story on right.)

Ticket to Hospitalify

PUBLICITY STUNT
"This must be the day they're picking on out-of-state cars," Hodge said
to his wife. He was right but not exactly in the way he imagined.
rn this instance the entire family
was placed under "arrest" and the "penalty" • was. to spend two days as the
guests of the community. The Hodges
were one of 80 tourist families selected
at random throughout the state during
"Operation Hospitality" as a publicity
stunt to promote the state's vacation
attractions in general and the opening
next,spring of. Century 21-thei Seattle
World's Fair,

The Hodges soon found themselves
in an official limousine while. their car
was taken in for a free Wash and polish
and lube job. They were taken to a de
luxe motel to freshen up for two quite
hectic days.
RED CARPET TREATMENT
The red carpet treatment included
airplane and boat'• trips-being made
honorary members of an Indian tribeposing for Portland and Seattle TV
cameras and being guests of honor at
an official luncheon and later at a banquet with the: mayors of Southwest
Washington cities as the hosts. '
The family was also taken on a
guided tour of the world's largest sawmill and, to give Hodges a "postman's
holiday," a visit to the modern, mechanized Port of Longview which is under
the jurisdiction of ILWU Local 21.
Before being sent on their way the
family was literally loaded with gifts
ranging from a car-top luggage carrier
to cameras and, of course, a ,pile
color photos of the state's scenic spots,
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anadian Labor Participating
In Forming New Political Party
(Special to The Dispatcher)
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ILWU Auxiliary News

Fishermen which were expelled from
VANCOUVER, B. C.—A new Cana- the CLC in th.e early days of the Cold
dian Political party will be established war. This was done despite the protests
at a founding convention in Ottawa, Of the Canadian members of the ILWU
Longview Auxiliary
July 31 to August 4. It is being or- and a number of other unions who Auxiliary 24 Supports
ganized jointly by the Canadian Labor called for the formation of anew party
Medical Care for Aged
Welcomes Rainier Women
Congress (the Canadian equivalent of that would unite the entire Canadian
ASTORIA, Ore. — Auxiliary 24 has
LONGVIEW — Members of the
the AFL-CIO) and the Co-operative trade union movement. _
endorsed policy statements on national former Rainier, Oregon, ILWU AuxilCoMmonwealth Federation.
It is expected that the most con- health insurance and health care under iary received a warm welcome from
The decision to establish this new troversial
question to come up at the social security adopted by ILWU and the women of Longview Local 14 at the
party was made three years ago at the convention will
be that of foreign Federated Auxiliaries' conventions in July meeting. The merger of the two
national convention of the CLC in policy, including
disarmament, neu- April and June.
Auxiliaries resulted from the amalgaWinnipeg. The resolution then passed trality,
"As a long range goal, we've pledged mation of the Rainier and Longview
NATO, NORAD, Cuba and the
chafed for the setting up of a "broadly growing
control by US Monopolies over to work for a national health plan ILWU locals. Mrs. Rosalie Mitchell of
based people's alternative, which em- the
modeled after the Canadian system, the former Rainier chapter was elected
Canadian economy.
braces the CCF, the labor movement,
but in the meantime we're plugging for to a vacancy on the executive board.
The
CLC
national
leadership
has
farm organizations, professional people
the King-Anderson bill," President The members voted a $60 contribution
and other liberally-minded ele- tended to go along with the Canadian Dorothy Adolphson reports.
to the Federated travel fund and heard
government in its foreign policies,
ments .. ."
The bill, co-sponsored by Senator convention reports.
while
within
CLC
unions
and
the
CCF
SOME UNIONS EXCLUDED
Morse, would add insurance against
However, the committee organizing widespread' Opposition has developed.
hospitalization and home nursing care
The
last
convention'
of
the
Canadian
the founding convention has excluded
to oldtimers' social security benefits. Seattle Pensioners
unions not in the CLC and especially area of the ILWU supported the forma- It's of special importance, Mrs.'Adolph- Thank
Auxiliary 3
militant unions such as Mine-Mill and tion of a.neW party, but was critical of' son feels, to "locals which haven't yet
the way it was being thine: There was
SEATTLE — ILWU Auxiliary 3 has
a' Strong demand on the convention w.on employer-paid pensions and wel- received warmest thanks from the Seatfloor that the new party should adopt fare—and to Oregonians in general."
tle ILWU Pensioner's Club. The Auxilipolicies that would differentiate it comary ladies sponsored the pot-luck
pletely from the policies of the old Auxiliary 3 Protests
luncheon • at the Pensioner's Club hall
line parties and ,clearly reflect the Archie Brown Indictment
to honor Father's Day. William E. Lile,
strong sentiments of Canadian labor
SEATTLE—ILWU Auxiliary 3 has recording secretary of the Pensioner's
fOr peace, neutrality, disarmament, in- gone on record to support the position Club said: "Our ILWU Ladies Auxilidependence from US control and action of ILWU in protesting the indictment aries wherever they are have been an
NEW YORK CITY—Transit author- against the big domestic and foreign and arrest of Archie Brown, a Local 10 asset to our active and retired
members
ity officials here have told Attorney corporations that are cutting living member, under the Kennedy-Landrum- in any and all social activities and they
General Kennedy they've received iden- standards.
Griffin Act.
certainly deserve a vote of thanks."
tical bids for subway car wheels and
cables for several years.
They wrote Kennedy recently that
they "believe the existing pattern may
constitute a violation' of the law and
call it to your attention for whatever
action the facts may warrant." With
the letter went a detailed analysis of
cable bids for .the laSt five years and
Wheel bids for 10. years. Te data shows
many; identical bids from seven major
producers.
Under.the law,; the authority first
advertises for sealed bids to. be re- •
turned on a specific- date. All bids are
Opened.on the same date and .evaluated.
-The jaward is then made. Although the
authority doesn't like the identical bids,
it has been unable to reject them. Instead, it has.given the business to the
company assuring the speediest delivery.'"
In Albany,' state officials are investigating possible antitrust law violation in a state purchase of $336,000
worth of tires and tubes.:Five major
rubber companies submitted identical
bids in 45 of 47 categories. State officials sent the information to Attorney
General Kennedy.
The Sewing Club of ILWU Auxiliary No. 3 of Seattle is one organization that can't afford
SENATE PROPOSALS
the "luxury" of a summer lull. Under the co-chairmanship of Mrs. Esther Moisio and Mrs.
Meanwhile, the US Senate's antimonopoly subcommittee, headed by Florence Brown, the club has been holding twice-a -month work meetings this summer with as many as 23 members parSenator Estes Kefauver (D., Tenn.), ticipating. Target for this activity is the annual Auxiliary Bazaar scheduled for October. This year the Sewing Club's
has wound up its investigation of price specialty are attractive "Yo-Yo" dolls (shown above) which have been selling as fast as they can be produced. A new
policies in the electric industry. As a project this year will be the sponsorship of an orthopedic room of Group Health hospital.
result of its work, the group is proposing:
•To make identical bids prima facie
evidence' of illegal Price-fixing;
•To double the maximum fine from
$50,000 to.$100,000 and make a prison
term Mandatory on conviction; and •
'NEW YORK—A "language" consist- mer takes a blueprint of- the job to be re,cts. the tool to withdraw, the block _•To impose penalties on corporate officers and directors for employees! anti- ing of 110 English words to direct atito- done and translates the design into the of metal _ttkrns the designated distance
trust violations, unless they-show they matic metal working machines is, one language of the system. The 110-words and the tool extends to start on the
initiated- and carried out "a reasonable of the latest developments in automa- include such as "cone," "hole," "plane," next part of the operation.
"sphere," the relationship between surNO SKILLED WORKERS!
program_ to •see that ;the antitrust laws -- tion.
As demonstrated at the International faces as well as machining instructions
The new system is used for the proare obeyed."
•
The Justice Department has already - Business Machine headquarters here, such as tolerances required and dis- duction of three-dimensional parts and
can be applied to other metal working
made identical biils stand as evidence. the new method was used to • direct a tance tools will have to travel.
This program is then punched into jobs. An official of United Aircraft
of' price fixing. In a consent decree in Pratt & Whitney milling Machine in
/
2 inch IBM cards. The said that the job shown required three
Newark, N. J., May 25, two electric the production of Covers 'for gear boxes 7:'8 inch by 31
companies agreed that in the future an used on helicopters by United Aircraft. cards are fed into the computer which hours of computer time but he expected
-All automation is based on the use transfers the instructions to a reel of this to be reduced to about an hour ;
"appreciable number" of identical bids
of
a tape on which is punched a code tape in the form of perforations.
in the future.
conclusive
evidence
of
pricewould be
Another time-shortening aspect of
fixing unless the firms could prove to directing Machining operations. It has
BIG TIME SAVING •
the new system is expected to be the
the court's satisfaction that their bids been necessary fora technician known
ceording to IBM, the new method by-passing of a good deal of the blueas a programmer to work 'out the inwere made independently.
structions for' the machine through - reauced preparation time for produc- printing. The programmer would mereNCDC Opposes HR 207
complex in
caleulatlens. tion oil the demonstrated job from the ly make part specifications anti have
SAN FRANCISCO -- The Northern While the mathematical part. of the op- 7 uil three months to two weeks. The the computer write the instructions on
California District Council of ILWU eration is worked out by computers,.. miltiug of the gearbox cover was said _ the tape.
has written to all members of Congress completion, of . this: part of the job has to ave 'been cut to amie-quakter of the,
As with automation generally, proChic.
-•
from this area opposing HR ,207, the taken weeks and sometimes months.
duction is carried through without any
so-called seaworthiness' bill. The bill
CUTS CALCULATIONS .
'Observers at the demonstration saw _ skilled -workers. Once- -the tapes are'
would protect shipowners from law •
Now IBM claims that ' its "Auto- a blohk of aluminum mounted at the completed, all that is required is the suits by longshoremen and would limit promt"-system eliminates the need for' machine, a button pressed and the pressing of a button and the machine,
damage suits growing out of injuries these calculations.
miller,start - to work. After completing goes through-thousands Of movements
,,
•
'
/Aboard .ship.
Undenthis new system the .program- one part of ,the 4Per4,10oni =thc;t1;11:le
,nliqedr4 It31:141fi40. I
.Lr_ I :c
f
(„ ft
;
Ft
')E!
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I 44, ti ,tir I
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More Trust
Price Rigging
Deals Bared

No Summer Lull

Automatic Metal Working Machines
Now Follow. Written i instructions
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Kefauver Bill Seeks Curb
On Drug Company Prices

our

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Principal
Smith Kline & French
33.1
purpose of Senator Estes Kefauver's
Norwich Pharmacal.Co.
23.7
new bill, the Drug Industry Antitrust
Kefauver
pointed to a number of
Act, is to bring down "unreasonable
and excessive drug prices," the Senator drugs which are sold to patients for
said at current hearings on the meas- 10 to 20 times the cost of production.
Arthritic patients, he said, who use
ure.
New Medical Techniques of modern drugs. "The disease conKefauver charged that drug profits Meticorten or. Meticortelone pay 30
centrates among low-income groups liv"are unreasonable whether compared cents a tablet, which cost only 1.5 cents And Stone-Age Slogans
ing under dirty, crowded conditions,"
to
produce
and
package and is sold to
NE OF THE Oddest things about says the story.
to costs, to profits or to prices in
druggists for 18 cents a tablet.
the recent AMA convention in
foreign countries."
Another important point noted by
New York was the contrast between The Journal is that the TB rate "runs
DIABETICS SOAKED
Citing a survey by the First National
the modern, space-age scientific tech- highest among people over 45, presumCity Bank of New York, he said that net
Diabetics who buy a new drug called
profits, after taxes and all expenses orinase pay 14 cents for a tablet which niques unveiled at the medical sessions ably because they were infected with
including research, of 27 leading drug costs the manufacturer less than a cent and the Stone-age social attitudes dis- inactive TB before effective drugs came
companies in 1959 was 21.9 percent to produce and package and is sold to played at the policy-making sessions of in and only later developed active
the AMA's House of Delegates.
disease. Among the elderly the new
as compared to 11.6 percent of all the druggist for 8 cents.
Doctors gathered at the New York case rate among men is about four
manufacturing."
Patients buying oral antibiotics pay
Coliseum were able to see on a screen times greater than among women; no
50 cents for a capsule of tetracycline
PROFITS STARTLING
the
electrocardiogram of an elderly one knows why."
The Senator noted these net profit which costs less than 3 cents to produce patient suffering from hardening of
In any case, the progress made in
the
and
is
sold
to
druggists
for about 30 arteries as he walked
figures, based on return from invested
eliminating TB has been slowing down.
around
hospital
a
capital after taxes, for leading .drug cents.
in Los Angeles. This long-distance There are 50,000 new cases reported a
The same drugs, often produc'ed by transmission of a patient's
products:
heart beat year, and the death toll last year was
the same companies, sell in European, is a by-product of new
percent
experiments in 10,670.
Latin American and Asian countries for space medicine connected.
Carter Products
38.2
Here is a major health challenge—
with the US
a fraction of the price prevailing in the program to
American Home Products... 33.5
put an astronaut in orbit. how to get rid of TB. And yet it is a
US, Kefauver declared.
It will permit a physician in San Fran- problem that has nothing to do with
Kefauver's bill contains these provi- cisco to keep track of a patient who that AMA sacred cow, the "doctorsions designed to force drug prices had to go to Boston on a business trip. patient relationship." It is a social probdown to more reasonable levels.
But some, of the same doctors who lem, a problem of poverty, of eliminating
witnessed this modern miracle turned slums and overcrowded housing, of
GENERIC DRUGS CHEAPER
getting medical care to poor people who
The measure would help promote the around and mouthed shopworn phrases can't afford it.
"interferes
like
with
the
doctor-patient
sale of prescription drugs by their
If TB is an ancient challenge, medirelationship" and "socialized medicine"
LOS ANGELES — The ILWU Local generic or type names rather than by in resolutions opposing the very mild cine faces a relatively new menace in
26 organizing drive made further prog- their brand names. When a prescription King-Anderson bill providing limited infectious hepatitis, an inflamation of
the liver caused by a virus which is
ress with the winning of bargaining uses a generic name it often costs only hospital care for the aged.
spread
by human contact and by food
rights for 200 workers at Western De- a fraction of the price for exactly the
This
something
is
like
putting an
vices, Inc., and its two subsidiaries same drug under a highly advertised ancient ancestor worship shrine on a or water contaminated by fecal matter
Chassis-Trak and Cal Avi-Tron in brand name,
modern jet airplane. The AMA chiefs containing the virus. Ten years ago this
The Food and Drug Administration are paying
NLRB elections held last week.
homage to time-honored disease was virtually unknown in the
Total votes at all three plants were: would be given broader power to curb 'slogans that have nothing to do with US. It is estimated that this year about
60,000 cases will be reported—with sevILWU 117; No union 54; Sheet Metal exaggerated advertising claims. Drugs current medical reality.
would be approved by FDA for "eferal times that number unreported.
Workers-1.
Today's Health, an AMA publication,
The whirlwind drive was conducted ficacy" as well as safety, and producers Old Slogans
Won't
could
not
states,
"Spread of infectious hepatitis
market
drugs
without
theraby ILWU International staff- members
is more of a danger where there is
Solve Health Problems
Chet Meske, Bill Piercy and Bill Wash- peutic effect.
UTITpRS Herman and Anne Som- crowding and poor sanitation." Here
Monopoly control of drug patents
burn. The workers asked for ILWU
ers point out in their new book, again is a situation which will In no
representation because of low wages would be curbed. Drug companies would
be permitted to hold patents for 17 "Doctors, Patients and Health Insur- wise be solved by invoking the hallowed
and insecurity on the job.
Local 26 also scored at Diener, Inc. years as at present, but after the ance," that the traditional warm bond "doctor-patient relationship." This is
Following a successful organizing cam- first three years would be required to ,between doctor and patient is mostly a a'social problem requiring development
paign, it negotiated the first union con- license qualified applications to pro- myth. Continued pretense that this of new drugs, making medical care
available to those who need it, tackling
tract for 28 employees at - this Ingle- duce the drug for payment of a royalty bond exists, they warn,"may now have
become injurious to doctor and patient the conditions which foster spread of
wood plant which acts as maufacturers' of up to eight percent of sales.
the disease.
alike."
agents and distributors of sundries to
The trend in medicine is toward
drug and variety stores.
AMA Announces New
specialization, group practice, clinics. Why More Babies
The company agreed to establish
parity in wage rates with the wholesale
More and more doctors treat a toe or Survive in Sweden
Political Action Body
heart or a liver rather than a whole
drug industry of Southern California
a
CHICAGO—The American MediONSIDER ANOTHER problem
man. More and more patients are
during the life of the contract. Wage
cal Association, long an effective
which points up the social chalcovered under various types of preincreases on July 1, 1961, ranged from
lobby in combating public health
confronting modern medicine—.
lenge
paid medical plans. The old slogans
12 cents to 65 cents an hour; on July
measures and social legislation, anfact that the US is lagging behind
the
shed
no
situation—or
light
on
this
1, 1962, increases, will range from 8
on
nounced July 20 it was forming a
the real medical problems in the US many other countries in cutting down
cents to 15 cents on July 1, 1963, from
political action committee.
the infant death rate.
today.
5 cents to 15 cents and on November
The new group is called the AmerA recent United Nations survey
1, 1963, from 7 cents to 14 cents.
While the AMA convention was in shows that the US ranks
ican Medical Political Action Comtenth in this
All employees will be covered by the
session,
The
Wall Street Journal car- respect, outpaced by the
mittee. The chairman is Dr. Gunnar
Scandinavian
Class A Health and Welfare Plan and
ried a story reporting that "the old- countries, Great Britain, New
Gunderson of La Crosse, Wis., a
Zealand.
receive 5 days sick leave each year, 8
time killer," tuberculosis, is still on the Australia,
former president of the AMA.
the Netherlands and Switzerpaid holidays and improved vacations.
rampage. New anti-TB drugs, the story
"Other organizations, such as the
land. Sweden has a death rate of 15.8
Pension contributions of 5 cents an
states, are beginning to lose their efAFL-CIO Committee on Political Edchildren under one year for every
hour will begin in November, 1961, and
fectiveness as 'apple build up resistucation and other groups of similar
thousand
live births—as compared to
be increased to 10 cents an hour in
ance.
purpose, have been functioning for
27.1 in the US.
November, 1962. The agreement proMoreover,
Journal
The
indicates,
the
a number of years," Dr. Gunderson
Again this is a social problem. The
vides for plant-wide seniority and an
disease strikes hardest among poor peo- state that has
commented.
by far the highest infant
efficient grievance procedure.
ple least likely to have the protection death rate is
Mississippi, with 41 perthousand. The infant death rate is
highest among the poor people, among
Negroes and slum-dwellers.
American medicine is ahead of the
rest of the world in discovering methods
for analyzing the heart beat of an
astronaut out in space and of a patient
WASHINGTON—Discovery in a • Reduce the number of physicians' repackaging of samples by untrained 3,000
miles away. But babies in Sweden
Kansas City drugstore of a physician's samples to what doctors "reasonably" people; destruction of labels including or Australia
or Norway have a consample of a non-prescription drug re- use.
warnings, directions for use, etc.; dis- siderably better chance of surviving
packaged in a bottle labeled as a potent • Account for all samples to "avoid ac- regard of the expiration dates
on anti- their first year than American babies.
prescription drug,has touched off a new cumulation and diversion for,sale."
The AMA phrase-makers might think
biotics; failure to obtain recertification
government crackdown on such repack- • Doctors should destroy all unused
that
one over. They might ponder the
of
antibiotics
after
repackaging when
ing.
samples.
Interesting fact that all the countries
batches
have
been
mixed;
the
handling
Food and Drug Administration inthat outrank the US have national
spectors found the bottle of non-pre- • Use no samples to fill prescriptions—. of new drugs so as to destroy labeling; health plans providing medical care
for,
scription Entozyme labeled as Eskatrol, use only drugs "the integrity of which holding of repackaged samples in un- all who need it.
beyond
is
question
in
pharmacy
prac- labeled containers or containers with
a prescription item used to treat obesity.
They might start trying to organize
penciled notations; mixing of physi- our rich and
In the last fortnight they have made 15 tice."
advanced medical re.
Larrick said,"We will use all (FDA) cians' samples from many sources.
such seizures of physicians' drug samsburces to meet the real health needs
resources to stamp out carelessness and
ples.
Despite these warnings, Larrick said of the country—instead of repeating
As a result of this "serious problem," abuses in the handling of physicians' "the major drug supply of this country moldy old slogans. Space-age medicine
is entirely reliable," and added that the doesn't go with horse-and-buggy
George P. Larrick, FDA commissioner, samples."
•
has asked drug makers, doctors and
Such abuses, he said, included: One industry and professions were trying to methods of coping with health probdruggists to:
drug in a container labeled as another; help.
lems.
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Local 26 Wins
Elections at
3 LA Plants

A

C

US Inspectors Crack Down on Sale
Of Doctor's Drug Samples In Stores
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Union Salaries

Presidents' Pay Ranges from
$8,100 to $75,000 Annually _
Here are last year's salaries of the presidents of key international
unions as made public by the. Labor Deparment under the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin Act:
Salary Allowances Tax-Free
Expenses
James R. Hoffa, Teamsters*
$72,000 $ 2,745
William L. MeFetridge, Building Service*. . 60,161
5,230 - $89,900
George M. Harrison, Railway Clerks
5,444
60,000
Joseph J. Delaney, Operating Engineers
17,225
1,613
55,000
David J. McDonald, Steelworkers
'50,000
38,620
Thomas Kennedy, Mine Workers
49,583
3,406
James A. Suffridge, Retail Clerks
5,300
47,500
• 9,959
George Meany, AFL-CIO
6,281
42,692
Joseph Curran, National Maritime Union
37,560
14,779'
35,000
A. D. Lewis, District 50, Mine Workers
39
36,000
12,300
8,857
John H. Lyons, Iron Workers
33 075
5,816
5,951
Maurice A. Hutcheson, Carpenters
31,250
1,948
Peter T. Schoemann, Plumbers..
17,300
Harry C. Bates, Bricklayers**
0,000
16,176
7,500
Lee W. Minton, Bottle Blowers
30,000
15,600
Joseph V. Moreschi, Hod Carriers
39,000
9,000
10,667
Ed S. Miller, Hotel, Restaurant Workers
39,000
2,92412,810
David Dubinsky, Garment Workers
28,600
3,380
2,635
Gordon M. Freeman, Electrical
Workers Brotherhood
3,211
26,833
Edward J. Leonard, Plasterers
9,868
24,077
Walter P. Reuther, Auto Workers
5,140
22,660
James B. Carey, Int. Union, Electrical Workers 25,292
3,175
A. J. Hayes, Machinists
25,000
2,188
William A. Calvin, Boilermakers
35:186
7,727
25,000
Joseph A. Beirne, Communications Workers
12,452
22,500
William P. Kennedy, Railroad Trainmen
111,385
20,558
William C. Birthright, Barbers
7,399
20,000
Edward F. Carlough, Sheet Metal Workers
14,550
20,000
William V. Bradley, Longshoremen's Assoc
7,800
2,707
20,000
Jacob S. Potofsky, Clothing Workers
16,322
18,698
Paul L. Phillips, Pa,permakers
4,600
17,000
100
Ed Turner, Marine Cooks.
16,640
15,000
8,553
1,270
0. A. Knight, Oil Workers
A. Philip Randolph, Pullman Porters
6,000
14,300
11,960
Harry Bridges, 1LWU
2,720
1,488
Albert Fitzerald, United Electrical Workers
9,000
190
4,036
1,964
8,100
2,676
John Clark, Mine-Mill Workers
Hoffa received an increase of $25,000 this year. The figure given above
'includes, as also in the case of Mr. McFetridge, salary as a local union official.
"Later increased by $5,000.

Sea Lion Plague May Become
Blessing for Alaska Fishermen
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.-Research to
control the sea lion which for years has
plagued fishermen during harvest time
and which is accused of preying on valuable fishing stocks at other times may
result in a new industry, according to a

33 More Receive
Pension Benefits
SAN FRANCISCO-Twenty-three
dock workers were retired on the
ILWU-PMA pension and ten widows
began receiving ILWU-PMA survivor benefits as of August 1, 1961,
Henry Schmidt, Pension Director announced this week.
They were: Local 10: Charles
Dumerniet and Eskil Ingwall; Local
19: Marshall Dubrille and Sam
Sovkueff; Local 32: Jorgen Jensen;
Local 34: Dalton Proudfoot; Local
63: Byron Fuller; Local 94: Esta
Agner, Dan C. Lindner and Edwin
Olsson ; Local 98: William Paterson,
all on the ILWU-PMA regular pension plan.
On the disability plan was Charles
Monteith of Local 8.
On the amended pension plan
were: Local 10: Oscar Hansen; Local
21: Chester Gilbert; Local 23: Hubert Bailey, Barney Lind, Ingmar
Sigurdson and William Stevens;
Local 24: Jack Laita; Local 32: Otto
Gilchrest and John Peuhkurinen ;
Local 94: Cleon Nelson, and Local
98: Carl Pearson.
The widows are: Mary Ahlers,
Nellie Boerner, Catherine Booth,
Minnie Carlson, Mary Duarte, Ellen
,Farnan, Fredrika Jackson, Helen
Muller, Borghild Strandgard and
Clara Valente.

report issued recently by the Department of the Interior.
The bulletin summarizes an experimental sea lion harvest conducted by a
commercial fishing company under contract with the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, Fish and Wildlife Service.
Pertinent information from earlier biological studies is included in the report.
The experimental harvest yielded
more than 200 tons of high-protein
ground meat which was sold through
established channels to fur farmers
feeding mink. The report notes a big
demand for high-protein, low-fat, meat
by the fur farms and fish hatcheries of
western and midwestern States. Possibilities for other uses exist but these
are dependent upon a stable annual
harvest. Sea lion meat is about '73 percent water, five percent fat, and more
than 20 percent protein.
Numerous complaints have been
made by fishermen and fishing companies for a number of years concerning the depredations of sea lions. There
has been no incentive to control the sea
lion by annual harvest because the hide
is practically valueless for commercial
use and because there was little or no
apparent market for the meat commensurate with the cost of harvest.
The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
studies and those conducted by the
Fisheries Research Institute of the University of Washington and the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game indicate
that there are enough sea lions in
Alaskan water to support a commercial
operation.
There are an estimated 150,000 sea
lions in the Alaska area. The Bureau
says in its report "providing that facilities for processing can be improved
the potential for a commercial operation is high."

BIG SFAITS AND LITTLE 6FISHE5
BY Fted cOelr_
MERE ARE a few "off the top of
your head" fishing tips we're passing along for what they, are worth.
You can parley a combination of
*small colored rubber bands, some nylon
thread, and a long-shanked fish hook
into a mighty potent" lure for bass,
crappie, trout, just about any fish
that'll take exception to an underwater
stranger. Cut an assortment of colored
rubber bands into two-inch strips then
secure the tips of them with the nylon
thread, just below the hook's eyelet.
To make it doubly provocative, make
a loop with the front end of the rubberband strip and tie it in such a manner
that a loop forms behind the eye of the
hook. If you have a little clear shellac
or varnish handy, paint it on the nylon
thread.
Another lure, similar to this, can be
made up to resemble a spider. Tied on
a small deep-bend hook, it has proven
especially effective for bluegill and
Crappie. All you need is some sponge
rubber, a long sewing needle with a
big eye, colored rubber bands and the
hooks. First off, cut some small balls
out of the sponge, about 3/8 inch in
diameter; or smaller if you prefer,
then with the aid of the sewing needle
pull through two-inch long lengths of
rubber band, forming an "X" as you
do so. Then simply thread your hook
through it. You can use the natural
sponge or color it if you wish. Watch
it take the panfish.
A good trout lure can be made, very
inexpensively, by buying an assortment
of plain spinner blades. Punch a hole
in the bottom end of the spinner blade
(a pear-shaped blade works best, a
blade about the size of a penny or as
small as a dime if you like) and work
a split ring into either hole. Then work
a swivel into the split ring at the top
end of the blade and secure your line
or leader to it. Work a hook into the
split ring at the bottom. This lure,
augmented with weight (don't place the
weight too close to the lure) has a
dancing, wounded-minnow action.

redhead, formerly in good numbers,
have been so hard hit that shooting
them last year was prohibited. With
the slim daily bag and possession limit
more. difficult to obtain by legitimate
methods, the kill by market hunters
constitutes a serious threat to the future of our migratory game birds,
wherever such a racket exists.
I was interested to note that the key
man, an undercover agent for the fish
and wildlife department, was set tip as
a travelling salesman. He sold "nuts"
during the day and made contactswhich were later exposed-to buy wild
ducks from the unsuspecting bird
bandits.
And that's the way the feathers
sometime fall.
Recently we ran a photo of Raymond Collins, son of Hay Collins of
Wilmington, California, a member of
Local 13. It showed Ray with a nice

string of catfish taken from the Colorado river near Blythe, California,
around the Easter holiday. We hasten
to add a photo of the senior angler,
Longshoreman Hay with a like catch of
cats-same waters.
*

The most outstanding success record in the annals of deer hunting came
out of California this year as a result
of the Jeffers Ranch Deer Depredations hunt-50 hunters had a permit
for a deer-50 hunters came out with a
deer!
ALIFORNIA scattergunners who
recall the "ducklegging" scandals
were shocked by recent uncovering of
a large-scale market hunting operation
on migratory waterfowl, one that-if
left to its own-would have caused a
serious depletion of our already dwindling duck and goose populations on a
national basis.
Market hunting of game animals,
outlawed many years ago, still flourishes in many areas, the court records
around these far-flung acres prove it.
This contention was graphically
brought into focus by the recent arrest
of 161 individuals in the states of Louisiana, Arkansas, Maryland, Virginia
and North Carolina-"bootlegging wild
fowl" in all its despicable phases.
Forty-five federal agents from 13
southeastern states and a number of
state conservation and law-enforcement
officers took part in making the arrests. It was the greatest markethunter crackdown in this country since
Federal laws regulating waterfowl
hunting have been in effect and it took
two and a half years to do it.
During the course of the investigation 223 purchases involving thousands
of wild ducks and geese were uncovered.
Waterfowl inventories by game agencies show an alarming decline in our
duck and goose stocks on all flyways.
Some species, like the canvasback and

C

A note from Eureka, California tells
us about a rifle-owner who expressed
gratitude to the law officer after being
fined $25.
Seems like he had a loaded .22 rifle
in his car when apprehended by the
game warden.
He said the weapon was in his home
for a month and in his car for another
month-and he didn't know it was
loaded.
A few anglers are learning again this
year that fishing without a license or
using someone else's license is a costly
lesson. A Sacramento, California angler
recently paid a $50 fine for fishing
without a license. He had told the
warden that his fishing license was at
home. He then purchased a license and
tried to change the date to indicate
that it was purchased before the arrest.
But his art work was inferior; discovered, and he paid an additional $250
fine!
*

Recent information from the U.S.
Forest Service points to: "More people
utilizing our national forests for recreation in 1960 than ever before, with
1
2 million. The figure
visits totaling 92/
represents an increase of 13.5 percent
over 1959 recreation use.
* * *
Members of the ILWU in good standing-and the members of their family
can earn a full spool of SCOTCH fishing line (300 feet) by just sending in
a black and white fishing or hunting
photo-and a little information as to
what the photo is all about.
Send it to Fred Goetz, Dept. TDL,
4401 S.E. 89th Ave., Portland 66,
Oregon. Please state your union affiliation.
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Pauling Now
An Honorary
Lo •shoremw
SAN FRANCISCO — Linus Pauling,
• world famous Nobel Prize winning scientist, is now an honorary longshoreman and, a member at large of the
. ILWU longshore division.
Pauling accepted "the honor" July
18 in a letter to Louis Goldblatt, ILWU
secretary-treasurer.
The ILWU Convention last April in
Hawaii passed a resolution commending Dr. Pauling for his crusade against
nuclear war and further atom bomb
testing.
At a meeting of the longshore, shipclerks and walking bosses caucus April
13, a motion was unanimously carried,
making Dr. Pauling an honorary member of the longshore division.
LANUS PAULING

TVA Sues
Westinghouse
For 2 illion
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.—The Westinghouse Electric Corp. is being sued
for $20 million by the Tennessee Valley
Authority, which accuses the company
of supplying defective steam generators
for three power plants. The generators
were installed at Paducah, Ky., Kingston, Tenn., and Gallatin, Tenn.
In filing the suit, the government
agency said:
"The many defects in the machinery
and the consequent service outcharges,
together with the operational and load
limitations placed upon the machines
by the defendants have resulted in excessive fuel costs, sales, extensive repairs and additional expenses to plaintiff in obtaining replacement power."
Westinghouse is already being sued
by TVA for its part in the rigging of
bids' on equipment bought by the
agency.

STIRRING ADDRESS
These actions followed a stirring address by Pauling to the ILWU Convention, outlining the perils of atomic warfare and emphasizing the possibilities
for reaching agreement on nuclear disarmament.
In his letter to Goldblatt, Pauling
said:
"I am happy to have been. given the
-,honor of being made an honorary long• shoreman and a member of the long•. shoremen, shipclerks, and walking
bosses division of the International
Longshoremen's and Warehouwinen's
Union, and II thank the members of the
division for their action. I have included this honor in the list that is part
of the biographical statement that I use
when people ask for information."
AGITATION SCORED
Pauling enclosed copies of the statement against the spread of nuclear
weapons adopted recently by a conference of scientists in Oslo, Norway.
"The problem is still a very serious
one," Pauling said. "I am afraid of the
agitation now going on to start up the
bomb tests again in the United States
and to break off negotiations for international agreements."

C DC Urges Robert ennedy
To ecome a Freed m Rider

Al- •
s'eA
401S.

0 YOU HAVE any idea how deeply
a law like the Kennedy-LandrumGriffin Act affects the labor movement? Especially as it concerns the
organization of the unorganized?
Recent reports show that the combined AFL-CIO dropped from 15 . to
2 million members since 1958. It
/
121
proves, as this column stated many
times before, you have to run at top
speed in your organizing—just.to stand
still.
As the' AFL-CIO contemplates. Sits
continuous losses in membership, And
loss of virility, it might also contemplate its support of the final K-L-G
law that we must live under, and under
which we must try to organize workers.
Do you recall when this law was debated in Congress? Its proponents
claimed that it must be passed in order
to "protect" the rank and file worker.
But what they didn't say is that. the
K-L-G law would make it more difficult
than ever before to organize workers
into a union.
Let's look at its practical . effects
when an ILWU local starts to try to
organize a plant. Let's make a field
study of a specific event.
Within the last two months, the
regular; organizational staff in South-,
ern "California—after a tremendous.
amount of tough, grinding, day-to-day
work—was successful in the, preliminary stages of organizing three plants.
Each of these plants had a different
name, but were under the control of a
single employer. In due course the
NLRB called hearings and the ILWU
and the employer agreed to a consent
election.
However, to get this consent election we were forced to agree to accept
three separate unit elections, rather
than putting all our energy into ,one
campaign against the single employer
who controlled all three plants. We
agreed to hold elections on three different days.
•

t

SAN FRANCISCO — Two high US nedy, brother of the President. Chairofficials were urged July 26 by the man of the House Labor Committee is
ILWU Northern California District Adam Clayton Powell of New York.
Council. to join the Freedom Ride to
Secretary Johnson said it • was the
test their Constitutional rightsln Mis- idea of the council that the two, one a
sissippi.
Negro and the other white, go together.
CRDC Secretary Michael Jcihnson
sent this .wire to the US Attorney Genlip
eral and to the chairman of the House
Committee on Labor and Education:
"This Connell, representing 25,009
Longmembers of the In
shoremen's St Warehousemen's Union
in Northern California, went on record
at its last meeting to suggest that you
WASHINGTON — Rail labor unions
ride a Freedom bus from Washington,
D.C. to Jackson, Mississippi, and upon are seeking support kir a Congressional
arrival there attempt to use segregated' resolution which would temporarily
facilities ha order to determine whether suspend the authority of the Internaor not state authorities would arrest tional Commerce Commission to approve railroad meigers.
you."
is
KenRobert
The attorney general
• Several bills aimed at* achieving the
same result are now awaiting Congressional . action. They are HJ Res. 355,
365, 370, 37.1, 374 and 382.

all Mergers
To Elimin to
200, 00 Jo..s

East Bay Picnic
Set for August 20

OAKLAND — East Bay warehousemen and their families are invited to
attend a picnic August 20 sponsored by
ILWU Local 6. The picnic at Bjornson
Park in Crow Canyon will run from
8 a.m. to 9 p.m. There will be music,
dancing, food, refreshments, barbecue
and games. Admission is 50 cents, with
children under 10 admitted free.

;

Aln5Wer to VVIVOSnd fit?
Henry Steele Comnaager, noted
historian • and. professor - of • history
and. American Studies. .at Amherst
College,: in. an article in; the, New
York Times/ JuLY 2.

According to the resolutions, the ICC
has been "actively encouraging" the
doniinant railroads to buy up or merge
with smaller roads. This has resulted
in the discontinuance of some railroads
anti the elimination of many jobs.
Transportation needs of the country
have suffered greatly.
In the five years from 1956 some
400,000 rail employees have lost:their
jobs. Mergers presently being discussed
would displace another 200,000 workers.
The bills are before the House .Committee on Interstate and Foreign ,Commerce. Rail unionists have been asking
other union members to urge Commit'tee Chairman'Oren Harris to have the
committee report out I-IJ Res. 355. .

L' SOON COULD see why the employer wanted to divide the campaign into three parts. He apparently
hoped to divide and weaken us, by
making us diffuse our energies into
three different roads, while he could
apply his resources to fighting us with
propaganda, cajolery, and separate offers.
The employer started right in by
offering wage hikes, as long as the
workers voted against the union. In
the ,last two weeks before the election
the employer started issuing.daily plant
bulletins, with anti-union. messages.
. And, as you might realize, the employer took advantage of his right to
propagandize the workers, by shoving
all the tired, time-worn, red-baiting
slogans he could put together.

;,W
,

The employer's general line was; why
do workers need an "outside" group to
tell them what to do? Why do they
need an organization whose "only interest is . collecting dues" and make
"big promises?" It was an old line that
oldtimers should recall very well. The
old baloney hasn't changed.
Toward the end of the campaign
there was' an avalanche of leaflets.
First daily, and then, it seemed, almost
every hour oh the hour the employer
would print another anti-union leaflet.

...................

He seemed frantic. But, he also kneW
his rights under the K-L-G law.
The most impressive recourse the
union has is to point out constantly,
and with firm facts, not emotions, what
a good union is able to do for workers.
It may actually be a blessing in disguise that the employer has these new
propaganda rights. For it forces us in
the field to work harder than we ever
worked before, and to be sharper in
communicating with the workers in a
plant. Once we can communicate, we
discover the record has a way of speaking for itself.
This was just one experience out of
many, but it furnishes a particularly
good example of the problems to be met
in organizing today. To be an organizer
takes a kind of toughness mixed with
kindliness and patience. Don't let anyone get the idea that it's just another
jel3L-1-or' a way to ride a union gravy
train.

•

ITHE

VERY NATURE of the K-L-G
I law makes employer harassment
possible—in fact encourages the boss
to make it tough. We don't need special
laws in. our favor. We need an opportunity.to present our case to workers,
and feel sure that when they are given
the straight facts, they'll understand.
• Organization in the 1960's takes new
tool's and techniques. We must offset
the bosses' propaganda not by being
louder than they are, but by making
our case more clear cut. We must make
sure that each worker approached has
answers to his every question.
More than ever this throws extra
burdens on every local in the ILWU.
Each local should plan to put new effort into aiding our overall organizational push.
No matter how many full-time organizers we may be able to put into the
field, in the last analysis, there is no
one who can do a better and more
thorough job of selling the idea of
unionism than A Union man on the
job.
No matter how many bulletins and
handouts and other inducements an employer may hand out to try to keep
workers from joining a union, if each
of us "talks union" whenever we meet
an unorganized worker—we can each do
the most important selling job.

Local 142 Wins
Bakery Pay Hike
HONOLULU—A ten cent an hour
across the board wage increase was the
basis for a six month extension of the
agreement at Love's Biscuit and Bread
Co., Hawaii's biggest bakery, beyond
July 1, to December 31,
The extension agreement, ratified by
the membership June 17, also provides
for:
• A new paid holiday, for employee's
bir thday observance. (But employer
can designate the day.)
•'Pineapple shop' (Employees must
.pay union dues, or an equivalent
amount to charity).
• Agreement that a severance pay •
plan will be negotiated, and that any
employee laid 'off meanwhile, will, receive a retroactive benefit on the
formula finally agreed upon.

Go?
Where Do:the Workers
a Detroit auto,

, A 300-ton machine operated by one man in
plant recently turned out a finished engine block every 45 seconds, twice the old production rate and at one-fifth the old labors
cost.
•

